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Note : Attempt any ten questions. All questions carry 
equal marks. 

1. Write a brief note on Art and Crafts movement, 
giving details about its history, origin and major 
influences in the field of art and design. 

2. Elucidate the paintings, sculpture and 
decorative arts of the European period of 
Renaissance, talking about its distinct style, 
giving examples. 

3. Explain Buddhist Art in the 3rd  century. 
Describe its substantial contribution to the 
Indian culture, its various attributes and spread 
to other sub-continents. 	 7 

4. Write an essay on the Ancient Greek Art and the 
various divisions of the Art period, giving 
examples. 	 7 
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5. What are the characteristics of Cubism as a 
period of Art ? Explain in detail giving names of 
the artists, their famous art-works and their 
unique style. 	 7 

6. Write a short essay on the British colonial art 
period in Indian history. Write about all the 
patrons from the era, giving suitable examples. 	7 

7. Elucidate on Leornardo Da Vinci as an artist, 
sculptor, painter. In your own words, write about 
his unique style, his way of working, etc. 	7 

8. Write a short note on the Egyptian Art and 
Architecture. Write a brief introduction on its 
paintings, sculpture and architecture. 	 7 

9. Compare Greek and Roman Art and 
Architecture, giving a brief idea about its origin, 
famous art works and its present day influence 
in the world of Art and Design. 	 7 

10. Explain the difference between Gothic and 
Romanasque Architecture giving suitable 
examples. 	 7 

11. What are the main characteristics of Art and 
Design in the Modern Period of Art ? Write a 
brief note with examples. 	 7 
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